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Introduction
According to my experience, and also to infor-
mation in the botanical literature (e.g. Blomqvist 
1911, Lindman 1914), the hazel (Corylus avella-
na L.) always forms ring shaped multistemmed 
shrubs in natural, more or less undisturbed stands 
(Figs. 1–2). A hazel shrub starts from a seed. As 
long as the shrub is young, it is shaped as a bou-
quet of a few aerial branches (shoots or stems) 
from its underground stool. The stool grows slow-
ly at its periphery and begins with age to decay 
in the centre. The aerial stems rejuvenate from 
the peripheral parts of the stool. Thus the hazel 
shrub becomes more or less ringlike with a hol-
low centre. Such a ringlike hazel shrub is called 
by a Swedish vernacular term runna (Palmgren 
1915–17). If coppiced, hazels behave in the same 
way as in natural stands; the stools form ringlike 
shrubs with a varying number of aerial stems. The 
largest number of stems found by me growing on 
one stool in the island of Nåtö, Åland Islands, 
SW Finland, was about 170 (Hæggström 2000), 

whereas Palmgren (1915–17) reports a stool with 
about 300 shoots on Nåtö.

According to Rackham (1980), hazel stools 
often reach 6 ft (= 183 cm) in diameter, which cor-
responds to about 575 cm in basal girth. Several 
of the stools on Nåtö studied by me (Hæggström 
2000) were considerably larger (Figs. 1–2); the 
largest was 861 cm with a calculated age of 990 
years. Palmgren (1915–17) mentions still much 
larger hazels from the Åland Islands. One stool 
on Nåtö had a basal girth of 15 m and the larg-
est stool, which grew on the island of Granholm 
about one kilometre north of Nåtö island, was 
18 m in basal girth. The age of these two large 
stools reported by Palmgren were at the begin-
ning of the 20th century, according to the calcu-
lation methods used by me (Hæggström 2000), 
1 724 and 2 069 years, respectively.

The hazel was formerly mostly used as a cop-
pice shrub. The oldest traces of coppicing ha-
zel date back to the Neolithic Age. Parallel hazel 
stems were laid as a track across a wetland in the 
Somerset Levels in southwestern England (Coles 
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& Orme 1977). The age of this track is, according 
to 14C datings, between 4 460 and 4 160 radiocar-
bon years. Rackham (1977) puts forward an idea 
that the hazel stands in the Somerset Levels were 
used chiefly for their leaves, and coppicing was a 
kind of dimension cutting; only those hazel stems 
were cut that had reached a suitable size.

Hazel stems could be cut for different pur-
poses, e.g. for pottery crates, woven hurdles and 
hoops in England during the 18th and 19th centu-
ries (Collins 1988). In the Nordic countries hazel 
wood was used for barrel hoops, baskets, carpen-
try, charcoal, creels, furniture, plaited fences, rake 
pegs and roof sticks (cf. Hæggström 1992). In the 
Åland Islands, SW Finland, hazel stems were 
chiefly used for herring barrel hoops (Hæggström 
1992, 2000, Hæggström & Hæggström 2003). 
Further, hazel nuts were collected, not only in the 
Åland Islands, but also in the mainland of Fin-
land (Norrlin 1871, Hjelt 1902). Nuts from Åland 
were sent to the Swedish court in the 16th cen-

Fig 1. Two more or less ring shaped multistemmed shrubs at Nåtö Biological Station, Nåtö-Jungfruskär Nature Re-
serve, Åland Islands, Finland. They were coppiced before 1960. The hazel stool to the left was about 7 m high and 
comprised of approx. 120 stems in 1997. The basal girth of the stool was 719 cm and its calculated age 826 years 
(Hæggström 2000). The stool to the right: height 7 m, approx. number of stems 170, basal girth 831 cm, calculated 
age 955 years. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 10 April, 1998.

tury (Palmgren 1915–17). There are also reports 
of the proceedings of crown courts where land-
owners made complaints about their hazel stands 
being destroyed, or nuts being collected without 
the landowner’s permission (Palmgren 1915–17). 
Nuts were also sold on the markets (Hjelt 1902). 
The fishermen of Åland have hazel nuts for sale 
on the autumn herring market in Helsinki still to-
day.

In some areas hazels were, however, not de-
sirable. Thus Peterken (1981) reports that hazel 
was cut as a ”weed” in oak coppices in Cornwall, 
southwestern England.

Hazel trees
A stand with hazel trees was described by Berg-
roth (1893, 1894; cf. Hjelt 1902). It grew in the is-
land of Hamnö belonging to the village of Björkö 
in Kumlinge, eastern Åland Islands. This stand 
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comprised several hazel trees with short (maxi-
mum 3 m) trunks; the circumference of the thick-
est tree was 103 cm.

A hazel tree stand was described by Eklund 
(1927). It grew in the small island of Lövskär in 
the archipelago of Korpo, SW Finland. This is-
land was heavily grazed by sheep. There was a 
rather dense stand of about 30 hazel trees on an 
area of half a hectare. The hazels were 5–6 m 
high. The thickest stem was 195 cm in circumfer-
ence at 1 m height.

Reports on hazel trees from different parts of 
Sweden were given at the beginning of the 20th 
century (Teiling 1920, Almquist 1929, Lindquist 
1929). The photograph in Teiling’s (1920) paper 
clearly depicts a hazel pollard of about 5 m height 
and approx. 15 cm diameter of the bole near its 
base; several short and dense young shoots sur-
rounds the base. A thick hazel was reported from 
Näsum in Scania, S Sweden; its circumference 
was 219 cm at about 0.5 m (Lagerberg 1947).

Fig. 2. A typical multistemmed hazel shrub with a height of 8 m, approx. 95 stems and a basal girth of 813 cm. The 
calculated age was 934 years in 1997 (Hæggström 2000). A person stands in the empty space inside the ring shaped 
shrub. Finland, Åland Islands, Nåtö-Jungfruskär Nature Reserve, Nåtö Island, Skarpbacka. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 3 
October, 1981.

The thickest hazel tree that has come to my 
knowledge is reported from Norway (Lagerberg 
et al. 1952). This tree grew in Yddal in Fusa, 
Hordaland. Its girth was 446 cm at about 0.5 m 
height in 1937. It divided at about 1 m into two 
main branches which were 295 cm and 252 cm in 
circumference; this hazel may have been a pol-
lard, although Prof. Ingvild Austad (Sogndal, 
Norway, personal communication) does not have 
any knowledge of hazel pollards in Norway.

A large stand with hazel trees was discovered 
in Mölndal close to Gothenburg in SW Sweden 
(Nilsson 1924). It comprised nearly one hundred 
hazel trees and several multistemmed shrubs. The 
largest hazels were about 7 m high and the cir-
cumference of 52 trees varied between 21 and 
96 cm (average 62 cm; measurement at about 
1.3 m height). The circumference of the base of 
one large hazel trunk was 132 cm. The crowns 
of the trees were amply branched indicating pol-
larding. The trees had developed rather many ba-
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sal shoots. This hazel pollard stand was protected, 
because of its curious hazel trees. As all manage-
ment, including grazing ceased, the hazels of the 
area developed into ordinary multistemmed hazel 
shrubs by the 1990s (Carlsson 1994).

Unfortunately, no information is available on 
the use of the hazels in the above mentioned ha-
zel tree stands.

The reason for the hazel to develop into a 
single stemmed tree was discussed in detail by 
Palmgren (1915–17). He is of the opinion that 
hazels are single stemmed only if all stems but 
one were cut and the development of new shoots 
was prevented by grazing. He observed that new 
shoots developed abundantly around the base of 

hazel trees every spring, but they were destroyed 
later in the summer by grazing animals. Both 
Nilsson (1924) and Eklund (1927) were of the 
same opinion regarding the origin of hazel trees 
with a single trunk.

According to my experience from the Åland 
Islands, hazels with a single trunk are nowadays 
rare. I have seen two such trees on the wooded 
meadow island of Senskär which belongs to the 
Nåtö-Jungfruskär Nature Reserve (Fig. 3). Slotte 
(2002) reports on hazel pollards in Transsylva-
nia in Roumania. He also saw a horse-cart load-
ed with some birch and hazel twigs which were to 
be used as fodder for cattle kept indoors. Hazels 
were, however, chiefly used as coppice shrubs and 
the stems were used for fences and as sticks for 
peas. Of course, hazel is also used as firewood.

Hazel pollards in Scotland
During the Tour of Selected Scottish Wood Pas-
tures and Cultural Heritage Woodlands on 16–20 
March 2003, organised by Mr. Peter Quelch (For-
estry Commission Scotland) and others of Scot-
tish Natural Heritage, I visited two areas in the 
Highlands with hazel pollards, namely the wood 
pastures of Glen Finglas and the Rassal Ash-
wood National Nature Reserve (Sanderson 1998, 
Quelch 2001). In both areas, veteran hazel pol-
lards were abundant. However, the development 
of the pollards had taken different ways, depend-
ing on the management of these areas during the 
20th century.

Otherwise, hazel pollards seem to very rare 
in Scotland. Sanderson (1998) reports on a sin-
gle massive hazel pollard on the south side of 
Loch Katrine about 45 km N of Glasgow. Mr. Pe-
ter Quelch sent me two pictures of this very nice 
pollard by e-mail on October 31, 2007.

Glen Finglas
The site in Glen Finglas wood pasture is locat-
ed approx. 45 km N of Glasgow and approx 11 
km WNW of Callander. The wood pasture rep-
resents without any doubt an ancient man-made 
landscape. The remnant of a possible shieling and 
a small enclosure next to the wood pasture show 

Fig. 3. A hazel with a thick trunk on Nåtö Senskär. The 
circumference at 130 cm height was 88 cm in 1977. The 
age of this hazel tree could not be determined, because 
of heartwood rot. The hazel was probably  pollarded 
decades earlier. One 12 cm thick and one 6 cm thick 
stem and about 25 young shoots had developed from 
the base. The hazel was cut back in the 1990s. Finland, 
Åland Islands, Lemland, Nåtö-Jungfruskär Nature Re-
serve, Senskär. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 9 June, 1969.
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that more intensive activity by man than just hill-
side grazing has occurred in the area. The details 
in the report of Sanderson (1998) support this.

In Glen Finglas, almost every black alder (Al-
nus glutinosa L.) and hazel was cut at about 1.5 
m height (Figs. 4–6). This indicates a very spe-
cial type of pollarding. Some hazel pollards grew 
like fruit trees in an orchard. One prominent fea-
ture of these hazels is their short and bent thin 
branches of the crowns, compared to the long and 
slender branches of naturally grown hazel shrubs 
elsewhere in Europe.

The hazel pollards of Glen Finglas were prob-
ably in use during the latter part of the 19th centu-
ry. According to Sanderson (1998: Target Note 7), 
one branch of a hazel pollard was recut. The girth 
of this branch was 60 cm and it comprised about 
120 rings indicating that the hazel was last cut in 
the 1870s. The age of the bole was thus estimated 
at about 220 years and for the largest boles at 300 
years. One hazel was recently cut and cleft and its 
age was only 52 years; the diameter of the stem 
was 21.5 cm (girth approx. 67.5 cm on a circu-
lar stem). The growth of regularly pollarded trees 
is, however, much slower than of trees left unpol-
larded long ago.

Fig. 4. Hazel pollards in Glen Finglas, Scotland. All these pollards were cut at about 1.5 m height. One special feature 
of these hazels are the short and bent thin branches of the crowns. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 17 March 2003.

Fig.5. A hazel pollard. This specimen shows the typi-
cal form of an old pollard: a broad base, a slender waist 
and a swollen pollard head from which the branches 
grow. Scotland, Glen Finglas. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 
17 March 2003.
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Due to grazing by sheep and red deer in Glen 
Finglas, the hazels and alders are not able to re-
produce with basal shoots, because those growing 
have been browsed every year (Fig. 6).

Rassal Ashwood NNR
The Rassal Ashwood National Nature Reserve 
is located on the west coast of the Mid High-
lands 7 km W of Lochcarron and about 75 km 
SSE of Fort William. The area studied was fenced 
in 1957 against red deer and other grazing ani-
mals and thereafter partly planted with ash, birch, 

black alder and perhaps hazel. The idea was to re-
generate a previous ash wood with some other de-
ciduous species. However, as far as I could see, 
the land use of the area has previously been much 
more diversified and intense than just grazing of 
a lax wood. There were several signs of that land 
use: 1) hazel pollards of the same kind as in Glen 
Finglas; 2) many ash and birch pollards; 3) pol-
lards growing on or at the rock outcrops and stony 
banks with plain terraces between; 4) very few 
woodland plants; 5) an old stone wall at one of 
the fences. The terraces may have been used as 
cereal fields or meadows. The area has a resem-
blance of the terraced slopes of, e.g. the Pyrenees 
in Spain, with ash pollards along the terrace edges 
and banks (Hæggström 1998a, 1998b).

Several old hazel pollards grew in the fenced 
area. Every one of them had developed shoots 
from the base of its bole. A complete series of 
hazel pollards could be seen, from still well pre-
served via collapsed with only one living branch 
to totally dead and decaying (Figs. 7–10). They 
showed that removing of the basal shoots is ab-
solutely necessary if hazel pollards shall be pre-
served. All younger hazels in the fenced area were 
multistemmed shrubs of the ordinary ring shape.

Discussion
Hazels are rarely pollarded. No single informa-
tion has come to my knowledge about the definite 
purpose of the pollarding. Therefore, only sug-
gestions about the use of the hazel pollards can 
be put forward.

No natural agent is known to create pollards 
otherwise than by accident. Trees may devel-
op into natural pollards if struck by lightning or 
broken by a gale or another falling tree, but such 
trees are very few and they are scattered among 
trees of normal growth. Further, the height at 
which natural pollards are injured (broken) var-
ies. Browsing animals may bite off the top of a 
young tree and later a few branches may grow 
in the top of the stem. Thus a pollard is formed. 
However, such young trees will not develop into 
veteran pollards with thick boles and prominent 
pollard heads, because the animals do not browse 
off the new twigs at regular intervals, but haphaz-
ardly. If the grazing pressure is weak, such young 

Fig. 6. Mr. Peter Quelch is studying the lichen growth of 
a hazel pollard. Note the bitten off stumps of numerous 
young hazel shoots around the base of the bole. Scot-
land, Glen Finglas. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 17 March, 
2003.
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animal pollards will not develop into veteran pol-
lards. If the grazing is heavy, the young trees will 
be browsed to death quite soon.

As the hazels and other pollards in Glen Fing-
las were cut at only 1.5 m height, a very conven-
ient height, one can judge that they were protect-
ed from browsing animals in some way. Although 
Glen Finglas had many goats during the 18th cen-
tury and even later, goats had no access to these 
pollards. If so, they would have climbed the boles 
and destroyed the trees.

Pollards were commonly used througout Eu-
rope for leaf fodder, firewood or wood for pro-
ducing charcoal, or rods for thatching, hurdles, 
creels, baskets and barrel hoops, etc. (Hæggström 
1992). However, the reason for pollarding the ha-

zels in Glen Finglas and Rassal Ashwood NNR 
can only be guessed as long as no information 
on their use is available. The estate papers of the 
Earls of Moray may perhaps shed light on this 
problem in Glen Finglas. However, most of these 
papers are not available.

A possible reason for pollarding trees, main-
ly black alders (in Glen Finglas) and hazels, was 
to use the leafy twigs as fertiliser in meadows and 
cereal fields. Pennant (1774: 377) describes such 
a use of black alder when he visited Dundonnel 
on the west coast about 50 km NNE of Rassal 
Ashwood NNR, on July 30, 1772: ”Here we were 
rejoiced with the sight of enclosures long stran-
gers to us: the hay was good, the bear and oats 
excellent; but the manner of manuring, called in 
these parts tathing, was very singular: many of 
the fields were covered with the boughs of alders, 

Fig. 7. A healthy hazel pollard with several young 
shoots developing from the base of the trunk. Scot-
land. Rassal Ashwood NNR. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 20 
March, 2003.

Fig.8. Mr. Peter Quelch inspects a hazel pollard with de-
teriorating branches on the bole and vigorous regrowth 
of new stems from the stool. Scotland. Rassal Ashwood 
NNR. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 20 March, 2003.
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lately cut: these are left during the whole Winter 
to rot; in March the ground is cleared of the un-
decayed parts, and then ploughed.” Muir (2004) 
quotes under tathe faud: ”In Scotland, a field in 
which livestock are folded in order to enrich the 
ground with their droppings”. If twigs of black al-
der were used as fertiliser as they are rich in ni-
trogen, then hazel could also be used, because its 
leaves are fairly rich in nutrients and fast decay-
ing.

The twigs could also have been fed to live-
stock. The twigs were perhaps strewn in field 
at their most nutritious condition in the summer 
and then fed to the livestock. The animals ate the 
leaves and thin twigs and then in turn fertilised 
the field by their droppings. As goats were kept 
in the Glen Finglas area during the 18th century 
and even later, hazel could have been used as fod-

Fig. 9. A collapsed hazel pollard is replaced by an ordinary hazel shrub that has developed from the stool. Scotland. 
Rassal Ashwood NNR. Photo: C.-A. Hæggström, 20 March, 2003.

der for them. Already Linnæus (1749) observed 
that different animal livestock ate different plant 
species. Hazel which is useually despised by cat-
tle, is eaten to some extent by sheep (Hoflund 
1970, Olsson 1976, Hæggström 1990). Goats are 
known to eat such fodder that sheep and cattle de-
spise, e.g. fresh oak and hazel. No information is, 
however, available on the use of hazel as fodder 
for livestock in Glen Finglas.

Another suggestion is that the hazel pollards 
were used for their nuts. There are several reasons 
for this: 1) the hazels, especially in Glen Finglas, 
grew as if in an orchard; 2) rather young natural-
ly grown hazels often bear much more nuts than 
older ones; 3) nuts are easier to pick from low 
growth pollards with small crowns; 4) the areas in 
western Scotland, like Glen Finglas and especial-
ly the Rassal Ashwood NNR, are prone to gales. 
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Then the still unripe hazel nuts are at the risk of 
being beaten off the branches, especially if they 
are long and slender, as they tend to be on natu-
rally grown hazels.
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